Do you have up to date information of your network assets? Can you easily maintain and share your network information within your organization and with your contractors? Can you integrate live data of your network with your GIS solution?

KeyEnergy is a modern web-based solution to manage energy networks. With KeyEnergy you can manage location, connection and maintenance information of electricity networks with different voltage levels in same map-based web service. By choosing KeyEnergy you guarantee that everyone operating with you will have access to the same, accurate and fresh data, if needed. Therefore, sharing information with KeyEnergy radically improves collaboration with your partners and contractors. Keypro offers this tool as a comprehensive and carefree cloud solution. All you need is a browser, we will take care of the rest.
Powerful solution for energy networks in your web browser

- Lean and quick user interface
  All you need is a web browser.

- Browse and update information of all energy network elements and their connections.

- Manage high-, middle and low voltage networks as a separate networks in same accurate map view.

- Flexible and secure cloud solution.
  If you want, we can also host your data.

- Can be interfaced with remote monitoring, machine control and mobile workflow systems.

- Works wherever you have Internet connection.
  Also, with smartphone or tablet PC.

- Collaborate with your contractors easily and securely.

- Data capture, training, support, data migration.
  Our professionals at your service.

- Efficient database queries according both to attribute and location information.

- Visual analysis for features of network elements.

- Advanced tools for printing and reporting.

- Online interfaces with other systems (WMS, WFS).
  Data import to DWG and MapInfo formats. AutoCAD import and export.

- Fluent input of land survey data. Easily attached external documents, such as photos.

- As an option, tools for managing district heating, gas, telecom, water and sewer networks.

- Turnkey solution – we will transfer all network data from your current systems, even from paper maps.

Get your free demo account and ask for online presentation today!

www.keypro.fi/en